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Mixers, pavers, spreaders and related equipment Portable concrete mixer. Purpose: The DEVIflex 19 concrete mixer is used for pouring concrete mixtures without adding
water. Due to the optimal weight of the structure and the system of protection against clogging, the concrete mixer blade is easily and quickly set in motion. On the handle
of the concrete mixer there is an indicator of the presence of water in the tank. This saves a lot of time when preparing the solution. If necessary, water is poured into the
tank manually. The delivery set of the concrete mixer includes blades and a vibrating screed. DEVIFLEX 19 is made of durable aluminum alloy. With a rigid form factor
and low price, it is perfect for one-time use. The power of the concrete mixer DEWIFLIX 19 is 700 watts. It is quite enough to prepare a solution from one cubic meter of
concrete. Concrete mixer DEFF The purpose of the DEFE concrete mixer is to automatically mix the concrete mix. To do this, it provides a special vibration-insulating
removable vibration blade. The DE-FE concrete saw is characterized by simple structure and high reliability in operation, high productivity, as well as low vibration. It is
excellent for preparing concrete and cement mixtures prepared from various aggregates: sand, crushed stone, gravel, expanded clay, etc. In operation, the concrete sword is
simple and convenient. The body of the concrete sword is made of high-strength aluminum composite material, which gives it an aesthetic appearance and increases the
service life of the device. The DFE-701 concrete mixer is equipped with a special anti-vibration cover. For its operation, it is necessary to connect to an electrical network
or a water main. It is made of lightweight aluminum, so the weight of the device is small. Compressor "Rothenberger RAF 200" Dedicated to mixing different types of
concrete, the ROTHENBERGER mixer is by far the most productive concrete mixer in the world. Its design uses a reciprocating compressor, providing high power and
productivity of the machine. The mass of "RR 200" is about 10 kg, which makes it safer and more convenient to use than other brands of compressors. The model is
produced in two modifications: 4-chamber and 6-chamber version. Special plastic is supplied with the machine % 85%, Girls show, shopper, noisy fountain, music and
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